
ROUTINE 1

Dance choreography:
A Tapping toes forward and side to side 4X, 4X

B Tapping toes forward and side to side with jazz hands 4X, 4X

C Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 4X

D Side step and double clap (“side, clap-clap”) 10X

A Tapping toes forward and side to side 4X. 4X

B Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 4X

C Side step and double clap (“step, clap-clap”) 10X

Seated

Standing

Music: 

© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 1 (available for download in Routine 1 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Hound Dog (Elvis Presley)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Rock and roll

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“dances & songs from my era”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 83

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Tapping toes side to side (“tap side…”) 8X

B Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 4X

C Kicks forward, lifting foot off the ground (“kick out…”) 8X

D Slide legs and clap (“slide and clap…”) 4X

A Tapping toes side to side (“tap side…”) 8X

B Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 4X

C Kicks forward, lifting foot off the ground (“kick out…”) 8X

D Slide feet and clap (“slide and clap…”) 4X

Seated

Standing

Music: 

© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 2 (available for download in routine 2 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Shake Rattle and Roll (Bill Haley and his Comets)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Jazz

ROUTINE 2

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“dance improved 
my thinking & 

memory”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 75

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Salsa combo (heel touch front, front, toe touch back, back”) 4X

B Tap side to side 4X, stomp combo (“out, out, in, HUH”) 1X

C “Swim” arms (“over the wave, under the wave…”) 4X, 4X

D Roll arms fast, then slow (“roll fast, roll slow”) 4X, 4X

E Move arms across your body (“ride the wave”) 2X

A-E Repeat A-E above while standing 2X

Seated

Standing

Music: 

© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 3 (available for download in routine 3 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Papa Loves Mambo (Perry Como)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Salsa

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“socializing with friends”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 65

ROUTINE 3
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Cha cha cha forwards and backwards (“front…, back…”) 4X

B Cha cha cha sideways (“side-step cha cha cha…”) 8X

C Opposite arm and leg extension forward (“reach out…”) 8X

D Arm and leg extensions side to side (“side reach…”) 8X

E Cha cha cha forwards and backwards, then 4 toes taps side to side (“tap 
right, left, right, left”)

2X

A Cha cha cha forwards and backwards (“front…, back…”) 4X

B Cha cha cha sideways (“side-step cha cha cha…”) 8X

C Opposite arm and leg extensions forward (“reach out…”) 8X

D Arm and leg extensions side to side (“side reach…”) 8X

Seated

Standing

Music: 
© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 4 (available for download in routine 4 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Sway (Michael Buble)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Cha Cha Cha

ROUTINE 4

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“it challenged 
me to learn 

something new”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 60

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Marching on the spot (“march 1, 2, 3, 4…”) 16X

B Cross step (“tap forward, side, back, side”). Alternate feet 4X

C Cha cha cha sideways (“side-step cha cha cha…”) 8X

D Slow kicks (“knee up, out, in, down…”). Alternate legs 6X

A-D Repeat A (8X)  B (4X)  C (8X)  D (6X)  B (4X)

Marching on the spot until the end of the song

A Marching on the spot (“march 1, 2, 3, 4…”) 16X

B Cross step (“tap forward, side, back, side”). Alternate feet 4X

C Cha cha cha dorwards and backwards 8X

D Small kicks forward (“kick 1, 2, 3, 4…”) 8X

A-D Repeat A-D 1X

Seated

Standing

Music: 
© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 5 (available for download in routine 5 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Stevie Wonder (Sir Duke)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Rhythm soul

ROUTINE 5

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“learning new dance 
moves for my 

granddaughters 
wedding”

GERAS DANCE participant, age 67 

TIP: Marching in-between steps can be used as an optional transition tool

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Marching on the spot (“march 1, 2, 3, 4…”) 16X

B Cross step (“tap forward, side, back, side”). Alternate feet 4X

C Reaching arms in a square (“up, up, down, down”) 4X

D Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 6X

E Slow kicks (“knee up, out, in, down…”). Alternate legs 6X

A-B Repeat A (8X)  B (4X). March until the end of the song 1X

A-C Repeat A-C above while standing 1X

B Tapping toes forward (“forward tap…”) 8X

C Box step (“wide, wide, narrow, narrow”) 6X

A-E Repeat A-E 1X

Seated

Standing

Music: 

© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 6 (available for download in routine 6 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: The Chordettes (Mr. Sandman)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Swing

ROUTINE 6

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“feeling energized 
after the 

dance classes”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 63

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7



Dance choreography:
A Marching on the spot (“march 1, 2, 3, 4…”) 16X

B Toe taps (3X) and kick (1X) (“tap 1, 2, 3, and kick!) 4X

C Toe taps (3X) and kick (1X) with arm roll 4X

D “T” reach side to side (2X). Disco point (2X) 2X

E “T” reach side to side (2X), then disco point both arms at the same time 
(2X) (Repeat w/ 8X) (“up, down, up, down”)

1X

A-E Repeat A-E above 1X

A-E Repeat A-E above while standing 2X

Seated

Standing

Music: 

© 2020 GERAS Centre | McMaster University & Hamilton Health Science | All rights reserved.

Instrumental: GERAS DANCE Routine 6 (available for download in routine 6 lesson)
Suggested lyrical: Stayin’ Alive (Bee Gees)

Dance steps:

Learning new dance steps: Watch instructor  Try each dance step individually Combine dance steps in a sequence 
Learning to find the beat: No music (verbal cues)  Instrumental music (verbal cues)  Lyrical music (verbal cues)

Copyright Notice: This content may be used for personal and educational purposes only. No part of GERAS DANCE may 
be modified, adapted, translated, republished, reformatted or used, by any means, electronic or otherwise, without 
express written permission from McMaster University.

Disco

My favourite part of GERAS DANCE was ….

“the amazing instructors”
GERAS DANCE participant, age 89

ROUTINE 7
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7


